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SUMMARY

Microtubules are dynamic polymers built of tubulin
dimers that attach in a head-to-tail fashion to form
protofilaments, which further associate laterally to
form a tube. Asynchronous elongation of individual
protofilaments can potentially lead to an altered
microtubule-end structure that promotes sudden
depolymerization, termed catastrophe [1–4]. How-
ever, how the dynamics of individual protofilaments
relates to overall growth persistence has remained
unclear. Here, we used the microtubule targeting
anti-cancer drug Eribulin [5–7] to explore the conse-
quences of stalled protofilament elongation on
microtubule growth. Using X-ray crystallography,
we first revealed that Eribulin binds to a site on
b-tubulin that is required for protofilament plus-end
elongation. Based on the structural information, we
engineered a fluorescent Eribulin molecule. We
demonstrate that single Eribulin molecules specif-
ically interact with microtubule plus ends and are
sufficient to either trigger a catastrophe or induce
slow and erratic microtubule growth in the presence
of EB3. Interestingly, we found that Eribulin increases
the frequency of EB3 comet ‘‘splitting,’’ transient
events where a slow and erratically progressing
comet is followed by a faster comet. This observation
possibly reflects the ‘‘healing’’ of a microtubule lat-
tice. Because EB3 comet splitting was also observed
in control microtubules in the absence of any drugs,
we propose that Eribulin amplifies a natural pathway
Curre
toward catastrophe by promoting the arrest of proto-
filament elongation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Crystal Structure of the Tubulin-Eribulin Complex
To investigate the molecular mechanism of action of Eribulin

on tubulin and microtubules, we soaked crystals of a protein

complex composed of two ab-tubulin heterodimers (T2), the

stathmin-like protein RB3 (R) and tubulin tyrosine ligase (TTL)

[8, 9] with Eribulin (Figure 1A), and determined the tubulin-bound

structure of the drug by X-ray crystallography at 2.2 Å resolution

(Figures 1B and S1A; Table S1). Eribulin bound to the so called

vinca domain at the inter-dimer interface between two longitudi-

nally aligned tubulin dimers [10, 11] (Figure 1C), consistent with

previous biochemical information [6, 12–14]. However, Eribulin

also interacted in a similar manner with the exposed b-tubulin

subunit of the second tubulin dimer in the T2R-TTL complex

(Figures 1B and S1A). To probe the tubulin-Eribulin interaction

in solution, we performed hydrogen deuterium exchange exper-

iments in combination with mass spectrometry (HDX-MS). As

shown in Figure 1D, little change was seen in a-tubulin upon

Eribulin binding to unassembled tubulin. In contrast, Eribulin pro-

tected four peptides, 74–111, 128–151, 167–187 and 212–230,

of b-tubulin from hydrogen deuterium exchange (Figures 1D

and S1B). These data suggest that Eribulin binds predominantly

to half of the vinca domain on b-tubulin.

Eribulin is engaged with both common and unique structural

elements compared to the archetypical vinca-site ligand

Vinblastine (Figure 1C). Its binding site is shaped by hydrophobic

and polar residues of helices H1, H6, and H7 and loops H6-H7,

S3-H30 (T3), and S5-H5 (T5) of b-tubulin (Figure 1E), which

is consistent with our HDX-MS data. In addition, the ‘‘cage’’
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Figure 1. Tubulin-Eribulin Complex Structure

(A) Chemical structure of Eribulin.

(B) Overall view of the T2R-TTL-Eribulin complex. Tubulin (gray), RB3 (yellow), and TTL (blue) are shown in ribbon representation; Eribulin is depicted in green

spheres representation. The dashed box highlights the area shown in (C).

(C) Close-up view of the superimposition of the tubulin-Eribulin and tubulin-Vinblastine (PDB ID 4EB6) complex structures. a- and b-tubulin are shown as dark and

light gray ribbon representations, respectively. Eribulin, Vinblastine, and GDP are depicted in green, blue, and gray sticks representation, respectively.

(D) Drug-induced alterations in deuteration referenced against chicken erythrocyte tubulin for a-tubulin (left) and b-tubulin (right). Differences in deuteration

(DHDX) are expressed in Da. Peptides are labeled with the corresponding amino acid numbers in the sequences of a- and b-tubulin. Error bars represent SD (n = 3

experiments)

(E) Close-up view of the tubulin-Eribulin interaction (same view as in C). Eribulin is in green sticks representation; b-tubulin is displayed as gray ribbon. Key

residues forming the interactionwith the ligand are in sticks representation. Oxygen and nitrogen atoms are colored in red and blue, respectively; carbon atoms of

Eribulin in green. Carbon atoms of b-tubulin are colored according to the segments identified by HDXMS (see D): 74–111, yellow; 128–151, orange; 167–187, red;

212–230, raspberry; all other residues, gray. Hydrogen bonds are depicted as black dashed lines; water molecules are indicated as red spheres. In the tubulin-

Eribulin complex, the ligand wraps around the side chain of Tyr224; its CO3 and CO8 groups establish a prominent water-mediated hydrogen bonding interaction

network with the OH group of the side chain of Tyr224 and with the main chain carbonyl group of Val177 of b-tubulin. Additional hydrogen bonds are observed

between the CO1 group and the main chain of Asp179 (direct), between the CO10 group and the side chain of Asn101 (water mediated), between the O31 atom

and themain chain of Lys176 (water mediated), and between theOH34 andH2N35 groups and the side chain of Asp179 (water mediated) of Eribulin and b-tubulin,

respectively.

(F) Close-up view of the tubulin-Eribulin interaction in the context of a microtubule (PDB ID 3J6G). The b1- and a2-tubulin chains are displayed in light and dark

gray ribbons, respectively. The ligand is in green spheres representation.

The arrows in (A) and (E) point to the site in Eribulin to which the Alexa 488 fluorophore has been attached. See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
structure of Eribulin (Figure 1A) is in contact with the ribose moi-

ety of the guanosine nucleotide. It seems to act as a molecular

‘‘lid’’ that could inhibit nucleotide exchange and tubulin-

tubulin-induced hydrolysis (Figure S1C), in agreement with
1714 Current Biology 26, 1713–1721, July 11, 2016
biochemical data [12–14]. In the tubulin-Eribulin complex, the

ligand wraps around the side chain of Tyr224.

The curved structure of tubulin in the T2R-TTL complex corre-

sponds to the conformation of unassembled tubulin [15, 16].



However, tubulin undergoes a ‘‘curved-to-straight’’ conforma-

tional transition upon assembly into microtubules [17]. We found

that the overall architecture of the Eribulin-binding site is only

marginally affected by the curved-to-straight structural rear-

rangements (Figures S1D and S1E). This analysis indicates that

Eribulin should also be able to interact with tubulin in the straight

conformational state. We also investigated Eribulin binding in the

context of two longitudinally aligned tubulin dimers as found in

microtubules: as shown in Figure 1F, we found that the strand

S9, helix H10, and loop T7 of a-tubulin from the neighboring

tubulin dimer would clash into the main body of the Eribulin

molecule.

These results suggest that Eribulin can sequester tubulin di-

mers into assembly incompetent tubulin-Eribulin complexes.

However, they further indicate that the drug could also bind

b-tubulin subunits exposed at distal microtubule plus ends,

which is expected to effectively inhibit or even terminate protofi-

lament elongation. Notably, the mechanism of action of Eribulin

is different from that of Vinblastine, which induces tubulin ring-

like oligomer formation due to the binding of the drug to the full

vinca domain that is shaped by residues stemming from both

a- and b-tubulin subunits [10, 12]. The mode of action of Eribulin

is, however, similar to the clinically relevantmicrotubule-destabi-

lizing agent Maytansine that binds to a site on b-tubulin that is

distinct from the vinca domain but also located at the longitudinal

interface between tubulin dimers in microtubules [18]. In addi-

tion, the binding site of Eribulin overlaps with the one of DARPin

D1, a designed ankyrin-repeat protein that caps microtubule

plus ends and induces their disassembly [16].

Design and Characterization of a Fluorescently Labeled
Eribulin Derivative
To test the predictions that emerged from our structural data, we

synthesized a fluorescent Eribulin derivative in which an Alexa

488 fluorophore was attached to the H2N35 group of the drug

(Eribulin-A488; Figure S2A). Based on the tubulin-Eribulin com-

plex structure, we reasoned that the addition of a large chemical

entity to the H2N35 group of Eribulin should not significantly

affect the tubulin-binding properties of the drug, as this site is

located at a distance from the b-tubulin surface and points into

solution (see arrow in Figure 1E). The affinity of Eribulin-A488

for tubulin was assessed by fluorescence anisotropy titration ex-

periments, which revealed an equilibrium dissociation constant,

KD, of 34 ± 3 nM (Figure S2B). The affinity of unmodified Eribulin

was subsequently determined as 45 ± 15 nM by a competition

experiment (Figure S2B). These results show that Eribulin binds

with high affinity to unassembled tubulin and that the fluorophore

in Eribulin-A488 does not significantly interfere with the binding

activity of the drug. Notably, a previous study reported the

binding of [3H]Eribulin to tubulin using a centrifugal gel-filtration

assay [6]. This study revealed that Eribulin binds to a single site

on b-tubulin with an overall KD of 46 mM but also shows a high-

affinity interaction with a KD of 0.4 mM for a subset of tubulin di-

mers. The difference between our results and the previous study

is likely due to the very different assay systems used.

We next assessed whether Eribulin-A488 binds specifically to

microtubule plus ends. We found that Eribulin-A488 (1–10 mM)

indeed localized only to one end of GMPCPP- or Taxol-stabilized

microtubules (Figures 2A and 2B), which was identified as the
plus end by using microtubule gliding assays with the plus-

end-directed motor kinesin-1 (Figure S2C). To quantify the fluo-

rescence signals at microtubule ends, we used the averaged

intensity of single Eribulin-A488 molecules that were non-specif-

ically bound to the coverslip as a reference (Figures S2D–S2G).

We estimated that an average of approximately four fluorescent

Eribulin molecules localized to a single microtubule end if the

drug was washed away before imaging (Figure 2C) and approx-

imately ten molecules if the microtubules were imaged directly

(Figure S2H). Given that after spontaneous nucleation microtu-

bules in vitro are composed of 11–17 protofilaments [19], these

data suggest that the majority of the protofilaments have at

most one single Eribulin molecule bound to their exposed

b-tubulin subunit at distal microtubule plus ends.

Effects of Eribulin-A488 on Microtubule Dynamics
The effect of Eribulin-A488 on microtubule dynamics was tested

using a total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy-

based microtubule dynamics reconstitution assay [20, 21]. As

shown in Figures 2D and 2E, 500 nM Eribulin strongly slows

down the microtubule growth rate at plus ends without signifi-

cantly affecting the catastrophe frequency. In contrast, the

microtubule minus-end growth rate was not affected (Figure 2F).

However, minus ends displayed substantial pausing, which

strongly complicated the reliable quantification of catastrophes

(Figure 2D). We thus cannot exclude that in the conditions

tested Eribulin affects microtubule minus-end dynamics to

some extent, but the drug certainly did not inhibit minus-end

elongation.

Next, we examined the effect of Eribulin on microtubules

grown in the presence of mCherry-labeled EB3 (mCherry-EB3)

[22]. Our previous work has shown that EBs sensitize microtu-

bule plus ends to the action of microtubule-targeting agents by

promoting catastrophes [21]. Similarly, we found that in the pres-

ence of mCherry-EB3, 50–100 nM Eribulin had a significant

catastrophe-promoting effect at the plus end (Figures 2G and

2H), while five to ten times higher drug concentrations were

needed to induce a profound effect on microtubule plus-end dy-

namics (reduction of growth rate) in the absence ofmCherry-EB3

(Figures 2D and 2E). The EB-induced catastrophe enhance-

ment could be explained by the fact that EBs accelerate GTP hy-

drolysis and/or promote structural changes at growing microtu-

bule tips [23, 24]. At 500 nM or higher Eribulin concentrations,

microtubules imaged in the presence of mCherry-EB3 failed to

elongate due to very frequent catastrophes (data not shown);

however, at 250 nM Eribulin, some microtubule plus-end growth

was observed both with and without mCherry-EB3 (Figures 2E

and 2H), thus allowing for a direct comparison. With tubulin

alone, a mild reduction of the microtubule growth rate was

observed in these conditions, while the catastrophe frequency

was not affected (Figures 2D and 2E). In the presence of

mCherry-EB3, the microtubule growth rate was reduced and

the catastrophe frequency increased almost 3-fold (Figures 2G

and 2H). Microtubule minus-end dynamics was not significantly

affected in the presence of mCherry-EB3 and 250 nM Eribulin

(Figure 2I). Importantly, we found that the effects of Eribulin

and Eribulin-A488 on microtubule dynamics were very similar,

indicating that the addition of the fluorescent label did not signif-

icantly affect the properties of the drug (Figures 2E–2I).
Current Biology 26, 1713–1721, July 11, 2016 1715
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Figure 2. Effects of Eribulin on Microtubule Dynamics

(A) GMPCPP- or Taxol-stabilized microtubules that were incubated with Eribulin-A488 (10 mM) and which were subsequently separated from the excess of the

drug by pelleting. Distinct localization of Eribulin-A488 to only one end of the microtubule is observed (arrows); enlargements are shown at the bottom.

(B) Quantification of the intensity of Eribulin-A488 along the length of GMPCPP-stabilized microtubules (n = 146).

(C) Quantification of the number of Eribulin-A488 molecules at the tip of GMPCPP-stabilized microtubules (n = 146).

(legend continued on next page)
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The impact of Eribulin on in vitro microtubule plus-end dy-

namics in the presence of mCherry-EB3 is similar to that

observed in cells: 20 nM Eribulin decreased the microtubule

growth rate by �20%, increased the catastrophe frequency by

�2.5-fold, and thus strongly reduced the length of microtubule

growth episodes; at 50 nM Eribulin, microtubule growth was

almost completely stalled (Figures S2I and S2J). These results

demonstrate that Eribulin potently inhibits microtubule plus-

end growth, in agreement with previous studies [5–7], and that

the catastrophe-inducing effect of Eribulin in cells can be recon-

stituted in vitro in the presence of EB3.

Eribulin Induces Microtubule Lattice Defects
The data collected thus far suggest that Eribulin-A488 can be

used to perturb plus-end growth of individual protofilaments of

a microtubule. To test this possibility, we focused on microtu-

bules assembled in the presence of mCherry-EB3 because their

growthwas already affected by 50 nMof drug, a concentration at

which the background fluorescence was sufficiently low for the

imaging of single molecules. Using dual-color imaging with Eri-

bulin-A488 andmCherry-EB3, we detected distinct drug binding

events at microtubule plus ends (Figures 3A and 3B). These

events corresponded to transient immobilization of single

Eribulin-A488 molecules, as demonstrated by quantification of

fluorescence intensities (Figure 3C). The residence times of

Eribulin-A488 on microtubule plus ends were exponentially

distributed with a mean value of 4.0 ± 0.5 s (n = 120) (Figure 3D).

In 29% of cases, the interaction of Eribulin-A488 with microtu-

bule plus ends was followed by a catastrophe within a period

of 0 to 5 s (n = 111). In the remaining cases, the microtubules

continued growing and extended up to �3.5 mm in length after

an Eribulin-A488 molecule bound to the microtubule tip (Figures

3E and 3F); however, both the overall growth length and the

growth duration were significantly shorter compared to microtu-

bules that were not targeted by the drug in the same assay

(Figures S3A–S3D). Importantly, microtubule growth beyond

the Eribulin binding site was invariably perturbed: the rate of

microtubule growth was reduced by �33% (Figure 3G) and

the intensities of mCherry-EB3 plus-end comets dropped

almost immediately after Eribulin-A488 binding (Figures 3H and

S3E). Such a reduction in intensity could be simply due to the

slower microtubule growth rate [20]; however, perturbation of

the microtubule plus-end structure upon drug binding might

also contribute to the reduced mCherry-EB3 signal. Indeed,

the mCherry-EB3 signal after Eribulin binding was often less

continuous than during normal microtubule growth (Figures 3A

and 3B).

To confirm these observations, we investigated the distribu-

tion of mCherry-EB3 comet intensities during growth frame-

by-frame in the presence and absence of 200 nM Eribulin, the
(D and G) Representative kymographs illustrating the dynamics of microtubules g

concentrations of Eribulin. The red lines at the bottom of the kymographs indica

point to the right.

(E and F)Microtubule plus-end growth rates (E, left) and catastrophe frequencies (E

tubulin at various concentrations of Eribulin or Eribulin-A488.

(H and I) Microtubule plus-end growth rates (H, left) and catastrophe frequencies

EB3 at different concentrations of Eribulin or Eribulin-A488. (*p < 0.0, ****p < 0.00

MT, microtubule; Rh-tubulin, rhodamine-tubulin; Er, Eribulin; Er-A, Eribulin-A488
concentration at which microtubule growth episodes are

strongly affected but nevertheless long enough to be observable

(Figures S3F–S3H). We found that EB3 intensities were strongly

shifted toward lower values, corresponding to the frequent

temporary loss of the mCherry-EB3 signal. This result cannot

be explained by a slower microtubule growth rate because

microtubules assembled in the presence of reduced tubulin

concentrations, which elongated even slower, did not show in-

terrupted mCherry-EB3 signals (Figures S3F–S3H). These data

suggest that Eribulin binding to microtubule plus ends does

not simply slow down tubulin addition but also has an effect on

the microtubule tip structure.

To further assess the microtubule elongation process upon

Eribulin binding, we quantified the straightness index of microtu-

bule tip growth, which is the ratio between the start-to-end

displacement of a microtubule tip and the total length of the

path that the tip has traveled [25]. We found that the straightness

index was reduced by �0.2 after Eribulin binding to a growing

microtubule tip, while a reduction of not more than �0.02 could

be expected based on the extent of microtubule elongation

within the 10-s period of a measurement (Figures 3I and S3I).

This result could not be explained by the reduction in microtu-

bule growth velocity since a similar �30% reduction in microtu-

bule polymerization rate obtained by decreasing the tubulin

concentration did not affect the straightness index (Figures

S3G and S3J). Instead, these results indicate that the binding

of a single Eribulin molecule induces slow and erratic microtu-

bule plus-end growth that deviates from a straight path, suggest-

ing an alteration in the mechanical properties of the microtubule.

Based on these observations and on our structural data

indicating that Eribulin is expected to prevent protofilament

elongation, we propose that Eribulin binding induces protofila-

ment loss and a lattice defect, such as the formation of an incom-

plete, more flexible tube, which can propagate for several

micrometers.

Repair of Eribulin-Induced Microtubule Lattice Defects
We next sought to investigate whether an Eribulin-induced lat-

tice defect can be repaired. Indeed, such an event is shown in

Figures 3B (event 6; enlarged in Figure 4A): after Eribulin binding,

the growth of the mCherry-EB3 comet slowed down and

became less intense, while a second, faster growing comet

emerged from the site of Eribulin binding after the drug dissoci-

ated. This ‘‘rear comet’’ eventually caught up and fused with the

‘‘leading comet’’ (Figure 4A). We found that 150 nM of Eribulin

was optimal to observe such comet ‘‘splitting’’ events. Impor-

tantly, analysis of mCherry-EB3-labeled microtubule tips re-

vealed that split comets can also be observed in the absence

of Eribulin, although with a greatly reduced frequency compared

to the ones imaged in the presence of the drug (Figures 4B–4D).
rown in the presence of rhodamine-tubulin (D) or mCherry-EB3 (G) at different

te GMPCPP-stabilized rhodamine microtubule seeds. Microtubule plus ends

, right), andminus-end growth rates (F) obtained in the presence of rhodamine-

(H, right), and minus-end growth rates (I) obtained in the presence of mCherry-

01; n.s., not significant, p > 0.05; Mann-Whitney two-tailed test.)

. See also Figures S2 and S3.
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Figure 3. Effects of Single Eribulin-A488 Molecules on Growing Microtubule Plus Ends

(A and B) Kymographs illustrating Eribulin-A488 binding events (arrows) to growing microtubule tips visualized with mCherry-EB3.

(C) Quantification of the number of Eribulin-A488 molecules on dynamic microtubules from the ten different binding events shown in (A and B). Error bars

represent SEM; averaged over the number of frames, which varied from 5 to 35.

(D) Distribution of residence times of Eribulin-A488 on dynamic microtubules (n = 120).

(E) Distribution of durations of microtubule growth times after an Eribulin-A488 binding event occurred (n = 111).

(F) Distribution of microtubule growth lengths after an Eribulin-A488 binding event (n = 111).

(G) Microtubule growth rates before and after Eribulin-A488 binding to growing microtubules (n = 31).

(H) Normalized intensities of mCherry-EB3, �25 s before and after Eribulin-A488 binding to microtubules (n = 31).

(I) Top left: examples of two EB3 comet traces, with Eribulin binding events indicated by arrows. Bottom left: a scheme illustrating the measurement of the

straightness index. Right: the straightness index for microtubule growth before and after Eribulin-A488 binding (n = 12) (****p < 0.0001; Mann-Whitney two-

tailed test).

MT, microtubule; Er, Eribulin; Er-A, Eribulin-A488. See also Figures S3 and S4.
The average length traveled by the rear comet during catching-

upepisodeswas0.5±0.1mm.Comet splittingeventswerealways

accompanied by a reduction in the growth speed of the leading

comet and the emergence of a much faster rear comet, which

eventually fused with the leading one (Figures 4A–4E). Further-

more, the intensities of both the leading and the rear comets

were always lower than the ones observed either before the initial

comet splitting or after their merge (Figure 4E). This result sug-
1718 Current Biology 26, 1713–1721, July 11, 2016
gests that both the leading and rear comets contain only a subset

of protofilaments. The brightness of an EB comet depends on the

growth rate [20] and the number of protofilaments [26], which

together define the number of EB-binding sites. Since the rear

comet always moved faster than the leading one but the inten-

sities of both comets after splitting were comparable (Figure 4E),

it is likely that the rear comet contained fewer protofilaments than

the leading one. Additionally, the straightness index of the leading
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Figure 4. Analysis of Eribulin-Induced Split EB3 Comets

(A and B) Kymographs illustrating the emergence of a catching-up comet visualized with mCherry-EB3 (yellow arrowheads), either after binding and detachment

of a single Eribulin-A488 molecule (A; 50 nM Eribulin-A488) or in control microtubules (B, left) and microtubules grown in the presence of 150 nM of unlabeled

Eribulin (B, right).

(C) Schematic representation of an EB3 comet catching-up episode.

(D) Frequency of catching-up events in control and in the presence of 150 nMEribulin. The frequencywas computed by dividing the number of catching-up events

by the total growth time. 25–28 events were analyzed per condition.

(E) Quantification of growth rates, comet intensities, and straightness indexes for the four periods of a catching-up event defined in (C). The data were obtained in

the presence of 150 nM Eribulin. Straightness indexes were calculated by using tracks of 0.3 s in each episode of the event. The values of intensities and growth

rates were normalized to the values of the comets before the splitting (n = 19).

(F) Average growth time of microtubuleswith at least one catching-up episode, compared to the average growth time ofmicrotubules without undergoing such an

event. The analysis was done in the absence (control) and presence of 150 nM Eribulin (n = 25–74 per condition).
comet was significantly lower than that of the comet observed

before the splitting event and correlated with the intensity of the

comet (Figures 4E andS4A). This reduction of the straightness in-

dex was not due to a reduced precision of the localization of

comet tips (Figure S4B). These findings suggest that the leading

comet of a split event represents the elongation of a defective

microtubule plus end that is more flexible. In line with this view,

the straightness index increased approximately to the initial value

after the rear comet caught up with the leading one (Figure 4E).

This result suggests that the fusion of the two comets reflects

the restoration of the microtubule tip structure that has been per-

turbeddue toEribulin binding.Consistentwith this hypothesis,we

found that at 150 nM Eribulin microtubules featuring catching-up

events grew on average longer than microtubules without such

events (Figure 4F). We did not detect a similar dependence in mi-
crotubules imaged in the absence of Eribulin (Figure 4F), most

likely because catching-up events in such conditions are rare.

Based on the results obtained in the presence of Eribulin,

we reasoned that if catching-up events represent rescues of

growing microtubules that were on a path toward a catastrophe,

then the properties of the leading comets during such events

might be similar to those of control microtubules that are in a

pre-catastrophe state. Previous work showed that the EB comet

intensity is gradually reduced before a catastrophe occurs

[26, 27]. We confirmed this observation, but also found that the

microtubule growth velocity and the straightness index were

both gradually reduced during the �10-s period preceding a

catastrophe (Figure S4C). This observation suggests that the

properties of a microtubule plus end that is in a pre-catastrophe

state are similar to those of a microtubule tip whose proper
Current Biology 26, 1713–1721, July 11, 2016 1719



elongation is perturbed by a drug that inhibits protofilament

elongation.

Conclusions
Our data suggest that Eribulin can destabilize microtubules or

suppressmicrotubule dynamics by either sequestering tubulin di-

mers into assembly-incompetent tubulin-drug complexes at high

drug concentrations, or by perturbing protofilament elongation at

microtubule plus ends at low drug concentrations. In the latter

case, we favor the idea that Eribulin physically blocks a protofila-

ment end; however, alternative models involving more complex

perturbations of the microtubule-end structure cannot be ruled

out at this stage. Interestingly, we also occasionally observed in-

dications of protofilament blocking in control microtubules in the

absence of any drugs, an effect that could contribute to naturally

occurring catastrophes. Previous work has shown that the

catastrophe frequency might reflect the accumulation of struc-

tural defects, such as plus-end tapering due to asynchronously

growing protofilaments [1–4]. Strikingly, we found that the

behavior of a pre-catastrophe microtubule tip in control microtu-

bules is similar to the ones that are expected to lack protofila-

ments after Eribulin binding: in both cases the growth rate, the

EB3 comet intensity and the straightness index were reduced.

Therefore, it is tempting to propose that lagging protofilaments

represent a pathway toward microtubule catastrophe, and it is

possible that EB proteins affect this pathway by influencing the

stability of the microtubule-end structure that lacks protofila-

ments. In conclusion, our approach represents a general strategy

to investigate andmanipulate the dynamics of cytoskeletal arrays

at high resolution. In addition, it provides a unique way to directly

visualizing individual therapeutically relevant microtubule-target-

ing drugs as they interact with their molecular target.
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